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Biennial Review of Pain

How expectations influence pain
Howard L. Fields

1. Introduction and discussion: pain from an
evolutionary perspective: motivations, predictions,
and decisions

The actions of individuals are guided by the motivation to satisfy
drives that are homeostatic (hunger, thirst, thermoregulatory, and
tissue protection) or species-specific (mating, care of offspring,
and social dominance). The satisfaction of these drives through
actions provides a benefit in terms of survival and reproductive
success. However, actions are associatedwith variable costs (eg,
time, energy, and risk of injury) that reduce their net benefit.
Considerations of cost often play a dominant role in decisions,
and tissue injury, signaled by nociception and experienced
subjectively as pain, can be a significant cost.53 Consequently,
animals act to avoid or terminate pain and their success in
achieving this goal is enhanced by learning to respond
appropriately to sensory cues that signal an increased probability
or intensity of imminent pain (see Seymour andDolan48 for amore
extensive discussion).

Many behavioral responses occur immediately and predictably
after sensory input (eg, reflex withdrawal of a limb after touch of
a hot metal surface). Other actions are initiated by internal signals
(eg, thirst or hunger) on a slower and less predictable time scale.
In addition to these primary homeostatic signals, behavior can be
initiated and/or guided by intrinsically neutral cues that come to
be associated with salient outcomes (trees with shade, smells
with food, and red glow with hot metal surfaces). The biological
significance of cues is that they are predictive, allowing individuals
to anticipate benefit or harm and to initiate and shape appropriate
actions in a timely fashion. Predictions and expectations are
guesses about the future. In this chapter, I will use the term
“prediction” to refer to a central nervous system process that
estimates the probability and value (utility) of future outcomes and
the potential costs of actions required to approach or avoid them.
I will use the term “expectation” to refer to the subjective correlate
of prediction that can only be directly assessed in human
subjects.

Pain-predictive cues increase the probability of actions that
promote avoidance of pain. Because of the robust benefit of
successful responses to pain-predictive cues, the unexpected
and/or sudden onset of such cues can have marked effects on
behavior. Conversely, contextual cues that signal reduced
probability or intensity of pain allow individuals to save the cost

of unnecessary escape/avoidance behaviors and efficiently
engage more beneficial actions.

Animals are often faced with pain-related decisions that are in
conflict with concurrent motivations for other goals (eg, to
approach food or avoid it because of a nearby predator). When
conflicts are present, predictions are particularly important
because they can promote better outcomes through a decision
process. To optimize outcomes, individuals make estimates of
anticipated utility and cost for each alternative and then prioritize
the optimal behavioral choice.48 Uncertainty is implicit in making
predictions; outcomes can, and often do, either exceed or fall
short of what was predicted. Because of uncertainty, prediction
errors occur, allowing individuals to update their predictions (ie, to
learn from mistakes). When survival is on the line, the biological
importance of learning is obvious; consequently, predictions
(expectations) are a core feature of nervous system function.

When present, particularly when there is a concurrent con-
flicting motivation, nociceptive transmission both contributes to
and is itself modulated in the course of a decision process.
Nociceptive transmission can be either facilitated by the decision
to avoid potential injury or inhibited if the decision is to pursue
a conflicting goal (eg, feeding16). Noxious stimuli, or cues that
predict their occurrence, can engage a decision process that
works in part by top-down modulation of ascending pain circuits.
This prediction process occurs on multiple time scales. It can be
rapid and occur without a conscious correlate. Predictions can
also occur more slowly and persist for longer periods. Impor-
tantly, at slower time scales, the prediction process is more likely
to have a subjective correlate in humans, ie, expectation.
Because the decision process engages top-down modulatory
influences on pain, predictions contribute robustly to the
variability in human subjective reports of pain. Such prediction-
driven variability has been demonstrated in experimental con-
ditions when the nociceptive stimulus is precisely controlled while
pain-predictive cues are systematically manipulated.4,23,54 I
propose that predictions are an inevitable component of all
experimental and clinical pains (Fig. 1). Understanding the
neurobiology of predictions and their influence on pain trans-
mission offers a path for improving clinical outcomes in patients
with pain.

2. The power of expectation in experimental and
clinical settings

Perhaps, the best known and most extensively studied example
of the power of expectation on pain is placebo analgesia.
Although the concept that belief alone can bestow benefit to
bogus treatments was appreciated as early as the 17th century
(see Burton, 1628, quoted in Brody9), the analgesic effectiveness
of placebo administration was firmly established in the 1970s
when Jon Levine, Newton Gordon, and I embarked, quite
serendipitously, on a set of studies of the treatment of dental
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postoperative pain. We showed that the opiate antagonist
naloxone produced a dose-dependent increase in pain.32 It
turned out that the hyperalgesic effect of naloxone was greater in
patients whose pain had dropped when previously given a saline
placebo as the first drug in a cross-over design. This observation
was later confirmed when the open administration of a saline
placebo was compared with its hidden administration.31 As
expected, open administration of a placebo was much more
effective thanwhen the subject was unaware that a treatment had
been given.

Although expectation of relief is more likely when salient cues
associated with possible relief are present, the mere presence of
such cuesmay be ineffective inmany subjects; typically, less than
half of subjects respond to initial administration of placebo
“analgesics.”28 On the other hand, with conditioning, sensory
cues that are contingently paired with reduced pain become
increasingly potent in producing analgesia (see Refs. 25 and 42
for review). This is a phenomenon that has been extensively
studied; in fact, contextual cues associated with the infusion of
active analgesics become analgesic in themselves. For example,
after 2 morphine infusions have produced significant analgesia,
an infusion of saline with the deceptive information that it is
anothermorphine infusion producesmuch greater analgesia than
saline plus the deceptive information without previous morphine
conditioning infusions.2 Cues associated with a surreptitious
lowering of nociceptive input also become effective placebo
analgesics.25,42 Although deception is part of these experiments
and is an implicit element of the concept of placebo, expectation
effects can be large without explicit deception; conditioning alone
can be sufficient. Several studies have compared the effect of
cues previously associated with lower pain levels on the
subjective pain intensity produced by a more intense nociceptive
input. Not surprisingly, cues associated with lower pain levels
reduce the pain reported to subsequent, more intense stim-
uli.23,25,42 These observations support the view articulated by
Kirsch et al.25 that expectancy is a critical mediating process for
the effect of conditioning on perceived pain intensity.

In addition to mediating placebo analgesia, expectations can
modify the effectiveness of pharmacologically active analgesic

medications. For example, active analgesics are significantly
more effective when given by open infusion than when given by
hidden infusion.3,31 This has been shown for a variety of analgesic
drugs and is often referred to as a “placebo” component for their
analgesic effect. However, it would be more accurate and less
confusing to say that every pain “treatment” has a potential
expectation component and some, eg, placebo or hypnosis,
have primarily an expectation component.

Beyond its demonstrated immediate power in experimental
studies, expectation can affect long-term outcomes for patients
with chronic pain, regardless of the treatment protocol.35 This
issuewas explicitly studied in a large prospective trial of over 2000
patients with chronic noncancer pain at 3 academic multidisci-
plinary pain centers in Canada.10 Patients were assessed before
initiating treatment, and treatment programs were highly in-
dividualized. Outcomes were assessed at 6 months. The single
most robust predictor of clinical improvement (including reduced
pain intensity) was the patient’s expectation of improvement at
trial entry before any new treatment was initiated.

2.1. Expectation effects are bidirectional

In addition to analgesia, verbal instruction and conditioning can
elicit expectations of increased pain. In the field of “placebo”
research, this phenomenon is known as the nocebo response.7

In experimental psychophysical studies using controlled thermal
noxious stimuli, cues associated with more intense stimuli
increase reported pain intensity compared with the same,
uncued stimulus.23 Clinical studies suggest that the analgesic
effectiveness of an active drug is reduced by previous adminis-
tration of a similar appearing ineffective drug.21,36 Finally, there is
accumulating evidence supporting the fear-avoidance model of
musculoskeletal pain.30 In this model, exaggerated expectation
of future pain and/or its consequences amplifies nociceptive input
and contributes to the development of chronic pain.

2.2. Beyond expectation: pain as a pain-predictive cue

Classic psychophysical studies using thermal stimuli demon-
strate a clear temperature threshold for pain and a power
relationship between noxious stimulus intensity and reported
pain intensity.41 If pain were a purely sensory discriminative
experience, such a lawful and predictable relationship would
be expected. However, noxious stimuli typically signal tissue
damage that is followed by more prolonged and often more
intense pain. For example, twisting an ankle produces an
immediate pain followed by a prolonged period of pain and
tenderness. The important point is that when the subject is
awake and the nervous system is intact, pain is virtually never
motivationally neutral because it is a signal of actual or
potential tissue damage (a cost to be avoided). In addition to
signaling potential tissue damage, the onset of pain or an
increase in its intensity also signals that a further increase in
pain is likely, ie, increasing pain is a pain-predictive cue.
Conversely, decreasing pain intensity predicts a decreased
threat of tissue damage. It is because of their salience and their
power to influence behavioral decisions that change in noxious
stimulus intensity, particularly if unexpected, can have
a disproportionately large effect on the perceived intensity of
subsequent nociceptive stimuli (Fig. 1).

The first dramatic evidence for a significant predictive effect of
relatively small changes of noxious stimulus intensity is what has
been called “offset analgesia.”19,57,58 This phenomenon was
demonstrated using suprathreshold noxious thermal stimuli. One

Figure 1.Predictionsmodify the intensity of perceived pain. A noxious stimulus
of intensity I activates the nociceptive transmission system. If the noxious
stimulus is increasing in intensity (1ΔI), it is predictive of more intense pain than
if it is decreasing in intensity (2ΔI). In addition, through learning (or verbal
instruction), intrinsically neutral sensory and contextual cues can become
predictive of increased or decreased pain. Pain-predictive influences increase
pain intensity, whereas pain relief predictive cues inhibit pain intensity;
perceived pain intensity is a sum of direct input from the noxious stimulus and
the input driven by predictive cues.
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stimulus pattern was a single step from a neutral temperature to
an intensity (T1) producing moderate pain. The second pattern
had 3 steps: the temperature was initially raised to T1, held for 5
seconds, and then raised again 1˚C (T2) for 5 seconds, then
lowered back to the original T1 (Fig. 2). Comparedwith a constant
T1 stimulus, the pain rating was significantly lower if it was
assessed after a 5-second 1˚C increase to T2 and then lowered
back to T1. The relatively small decrease in stimulus intensity
(return to T1 from T2) produced a very large reduction in
perceived pain intensity compared with a steady T1 stimulus. My
interpretation of this observation is that the drop in stimulus
intensity from T2 back to T1 is a cue predicting pain relief. As with
placebo administration, cues that predict decreased pain engage
pain inhibitory neurons in a top-down modulatory circuit resulting
in a disproportionate drop in perceived pain intensity. This idea is
supported by imaging data indicating engagement of periaque-
ductal gray (PAG) during offset analgesia.55 We have recently
reported a ‘mirror’ increase (ie, onset hyperalgesia) using
a stimulus paradigm that is the inverse of that used by Coghill’s
group to demonstrate offset analgesia (see Alter et al., abstract
2018, IASP Congress proceedings).

In summary, these findings are consistent with the idea that
pain-predictive cues (for either future increases or decreases in
pain) are powerful determinants of future perceived pain intensity.
Pain-predictive signals (including conditioned cues or simply

increasing pain) will bias decisions toward escape, avoidance, or
immobility, and nociceptive transmission circuits will be facilitated
to speed initiation of pain avoidance behaviors. Conversely,
a small decrease in pain (or a conditioned cue for pain relief) will
have the opposite effect. Predictive cues can have effects over
the full range of time scales: immediate for transient changes in
stimulus intensity, longer lasting for pain-predictive cues in the
setting of conflict, and very long lasting when the bias toward pain
avoidance becomes habitual (eg, catastrophizing in many
patients with chronic pain43 and decreased motivation [anhedo-
nia] in rodent models of chronic pain47). Clearly, understanding of
the mechanisms that mediate the effect of predictions on
behavioral decisions and perceived pain intensity has the
potential to greatly improve clinical pain management.

2.3. Top-down inhibition and facilitation of pain: the
Motivation-Decision model

At the 2005 IASPmeeting in Sydney, Australia, I first proposed the
Motivation-Decisionmodel of pain. The key concept of this model
is that expectation effects on pain are best understood in the
context of decision making. When pain or the threat of pain is
present, a concurrent conflicting motivation (eg, a significant
reward or greater threat) demands a decision. If the decision is to
ignore the pain, top-down modulatory circuits are engaged that

Figure 2. Illustrating offset analgesia (image from figure 2, Ligato et al.34). Thermal noxious stimuli applied to the volar surface of the forearm in normal subjects.
Comparing subjective pain-intensity reports at 48˚C under 2 conditions; in one (A), the thermal stimulus is held constant at 48˚C during 3 epochs (T1 50, T2 50, and
T3 200); the second (B) is the same except that T2 is a 50 step increase to 49˚C and then decrease to T3 200 at 48˚C. Note the sharp drop in pain intensity following
the offset of the 50 T2 heat pulse (offset analgesia). (C) In these trials, offset analgesia was evoked even when the test step (T2 to 49˚C) was applied to the
contralateral forearm, although the magnitude of the analgesic effect was less. This shows that offset analgesia has a significant CNS component. CNS, central
nervous system; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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inhibit nociceptive transmission. In situations where expectation
of reward dominates the behavior, top-down pain modulation
circuits implement inhibition through serial links that include the
release of endogenous opioid peptides.15 In the case of placebo
analgesia, the prediction of reduced pain can be conceptualized
as a predicted reward.48 This proposal was suggested in part by
the observation that placebo analgesia can be blocked by the
opiate antagonist naloxone.33 Subsequent work has provided
further support for the idea that expectation elicited analgesia
involves the top-down pain modulatory circuit described in
rodents. Human functional imaging studies have implicated the
PAG to rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) to dorsal horn pain
modulatory circuit in placebo analgesia.12,13 Furthermore,
positron emission tomography using the radioligand C11 carfen-
tanil (a mu-opioid receptor-selective ligand) indicated that
placebo analgesia is associated with release of an endogenous
opioid acting at the mu-opioid receptor in the PAG.39 These
studies have increased our understanding of the molecular and
neural circuit mechanisms of placebo analgesia and support the
hypothesis that a top-down circuit engaged by cues predicting
pain relief contributes to the implementation of an “ignore pain”
decision. It accomplishes this, at least in part, by inhibiting
nociceptive transmission at the level of the dorsal horn.

In the Motivation-Decision model, I also proposed that top-
down modulation is bidirectional so that if the decision is to
respond to the noxious stimulus (and ignore the conflicting
motivation), implementation of the response to pain is promoted
by descending facilitation of activity in spinal dorsal horn neurons
(Fig. 3). In support of this idea, rodent studies show that several
nuclei in the top-down modulatory circuit (eg, PAG, nucleus
cuneiformis, and RVM) have distinct subsets of neurons that
either facilitate (ON cells) or inhibit (OFF cells) dorsal horn
responses to noxious stimulation.15 Although prediction-based
facilitation of nociceptive transmission has not been extensively
studied in human subjects, we demonstrated using functional
magnetic resonance imaging that there is relative activation in the
region of nucleus cuneiformis when pain is enhanced by a cue
associated with higher stimulus intensity.23 This same region is
activated by other manipulations associated with increased
pain.49,59

2.4. Midbrain and forebrain decision circuitry

The remarkable human and animal studies reviewed above have
given us deep insights into how top-down pain modulatory
circuits contribute to implementing the “ignore” or “respond to”
pain decisions, but left the upstream circuits involved in the
decision process relatively vague. I previously proposed that the
decision process involves brain sites originally identified as
the core canonical reward circuit. This circuit includes the
dopaminergic ventral tegmental area (VTA) and its major sub-
cortical forebrain target, the nucleus accumbens (NAc) (see Ref.
55 for a recent review). Rodents will work for direct electrical
stimulation of these areas and return to places associated with
such stimulation. Involvement of midbrain dopamine neurons is
indicated by the demonstration that selective optogenetic
stimulation of NAc-projecting VTA dopamine neurons produces
positive reinforcement.50 Consistent with theMotivation-Decision
model, opioids or psychostimulants in the VTA or NAc are
rewarding and produce analgesia, especially when tonic pain
models are used.1,8,18,22,37

The first inkling that there is more to the VTA to NAc circuitry
than reward and approach was the demonstration that although
rats will work (push a lever) to initiate electrical stimulation of this

circuit, they will also work to turn it off after the stimulation has
been on for several seconds.38 Furthermore, in opioid-dependent
rats, opioid antagonists microinjected into the NAc and VTA
produce an aversive output.51 These studies raise the possibility
that parallel circuits in these regions can mediate aversion and
reward.

Early evidence for an explicit NAc role in modulating pain
responses was provided by human functional imaging studies.
Becerra et al.6 were the first to show that noxious stimuli reliably
produce NAc activations. Importantly, these NAc activations
occurred before activations of canonical cortical pain areas.
Subsequent work has confirmed this discovery and has clearly
shown that both pain-associated17,20 and reward-predictive26

cues produce strong activations in human NAc. Furthermore,
positron emission tomography using C11-carfentanil has shown
that placebo analgesia is associated with release of endogenous
opioids acting at the mu-opioid receptor in the NAc.39

Studies in rodents show that different subpopulations of NAc
neurons can have opposing responses to reward-predictive
cues.27,52 Most neurons in the NAc are GABAergic medium spiny
neurons (MSNs). There are 2 major types of MSNs: those that
express the dopamine D1 receptor and those that express the D2
dopamine receptor. Optogenetic activation of D1 NAcMSNs can
promote approach and produce reward; conversely, D2 NAc
MSNs inhibit approach behavior and produce punishment.
Although direct evidence for a role in pain-related behaviors is
limited, D2 but not D1 NAc MSNs exhibit an increase in intrinsic
excitability and promote allodynia in chronic pain states.44

Opioid analgesics work in part through activating pain-
inhibiting (OFF) cells in the PAG-RVM-dorsal horn pain modula-
tory circuit. By contrast, opioid withdrawal produces hyperalgesia
by activating pain-facilitating RVM ON cells. Consistent with the
idea that D1 MSNs inhibit pain and D2 MSNs facilitate it, the

Figure 3. The Motivation-Decision model. When a noxious input occurs in the
presence of a conflicting motivation (predator and food), the animal must
decide whether to respond or not to the signal of potential tissue damage; this
involves a cost/benefit computation and selecting the preferred response. If
respond to pain dominates, top-down pain-facilitating circuits (ON cells) are
activated, which has the net effect of enhancing nociceptive transmission and
speeding the response. Conversely, if the decision is to ignore pain, top-down
inhibiting circuits (OFF cells) are activated, which inhibits nociceptive trans-
mission and has an analgesic effect.
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Christie lab used cFos detection to show that D1 MSNs are
activated by morphine (like RVMOFF cells), whereas D2 MSNs in
NAc are activated during naloxone-precipitated withdrawal
in morphine-dependent rats (similar to RVM ON cells).14 In
summary, the weight of current evidence indicates that different
groups of NAc neurons can either promote approach or
avoidance; and different but interconnected subpopulations
of NAc neurons can generate either an appetitive or aversive
signal.

2.5. Corticostriatal connections influence pain decisions

In addition to dopaminergic input from VTA, the NAc receives
excitatory input from the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). In
rodents, mPFC projections to the NAc are necessary for learned
sensory cues to promote both fear-avoidance and reward
approach.40 In humans, Baliki et al.5 showed that increased
correlation of functional magnetic resonance imaging BOLD
signals between ventromedial PFC and NAc is a significant
predictor of individuals with subacute low back pain who will
transition to chronic low back pain. Furthermore, activity in an

NAc-ventral mPFC circuit correlates with cognitive control of pain
intensity.56

In rodents, an mPFC to NAc circuit can modulate behavioral
responses to both acute and chronic noxious stimulation. Wang
et al.29 used the spared nerve injury (SNI) model of chronic
neuropathic pain11,24 to directly study corticostriatal modulation
of chronic pain. They first confirmed that rats with SNI have
allodynia, anhedonia (decreased sucrose preference), and in-
creased evidence of depression (the forced swim test). In SNI
rats, optogenetic activation of neurons in the prelimbic area of the
mPFC raised paw withdrawal thresholds to noxious heat and
eliminated mechanical allodynia. Furthermore, mPFC activation
produced a conditioned place preference, but only in rats with the
SNI model of neuropathic pain. This supports the view that SNI
produces a tonic aversive state (ie, chronic pain24) that is relieved
by activation of prelimbic cortex neurons. Importantly, Wang
et al29 took this work 1 step further by showing that in rats with
SNI, optogenetic stimulation of the mPFC terminals in the NAc
directly activates NAc neurons, relieves allodynia, and reduces
behavioral evidence of depression. These observations are
consistent with the hypothesis that mPFC-NAc circuits promote

Figure 4. Experience and chronic pain regulate avoidance elicited by a pain-predictive cue during reward-directed behavior. (A) Schematic of a rat in the testing
chamber in which an infrared laser can apply a benign (blue) or noxious (red) heat stimulus to the animal’s foreshoulder during consumption of sucrose reward. (B)
Task sequence: tone 1 indicates that sucrose is available, a lick in response to tone 1 initiates a trial and delivery of a smaller or larger reward; 1.5 seconds after the
first lick and on 85% of the trials, the PPC is presented; 1 second after the onset of the PPC, there is a 30% probability of a noxious heat stimulus. (C) Top: Timeline
of the 4 testing sessions. During pretraining, all auditory cues were presented with benign foreshoulder stimulation. Next, as described in (B), the noxious heat
stimulus was introduced. Training on the taskwith the noxious stimulus continued for 6 to 9 days. Next, animals underwent either spared nerve injury (SNI) or sham
surgeries; 7 days later, testing resumed. (C) Bottom: Time course and average of normalized lick rates for trials with the small reward during each of the 4 testing
sessions. Symbols are mean, vertical lines indicate SEM, and the horizontal dashed line indicates the baseline lick rate. The blue, orange, and black lines at the
bottom of each graph indicate sucrose, PPC, and benign foreshoulder stimulation, respectively. Note that the avoidance score is the additive inverse of the
normalized lick rate. Changes in avoidance between the 4 sessions show that training reduces avoidance during the PPC, and in the SNImodel, PPC-avoidance is
reinstated during consumption of the small reward (pretraining, n 5 11, early, n 5 22, trained, n 5 22, and SNI, n 5 7). Data from Ref. 46. doi: https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.celrep.2017.04.073. PPC, pain-predictive cue.
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reward approach in part by inhibiting central nervous system and
behavioral responses to noxious stimuli.

There is also direct evidence in rodents that an mPFC to NAc
connection contributes to action decisions when motivational
drives are in conflict. To investigate this issue, we trained rats to
enter a receptacle to receive a sucrose reward.46 On different
trials, they received either a low- or a high-concentration sucrose
solution. Once they learned this task, an auditory cue was
presented 1.5 seconds after the rat began to lick the sucrose
(enough time for the rats to assess reward magnitude [ie, taste
sweetness]). This cue was followed on 30% of trials by a brief,
moderately painful thermal stimulus. The rats rapidly learned that
the cue was pain predictive and stopped licking quickly when it
was presented to avoid the pain. However, after about 7 training
sessions, the rats ignored the cue and continued to lick for
sucrose, despite a possible noxious stimulus; ie, they inhibited
responses to the pain-predictive cue to maximize sucrose
consumption. To determine how tonic pain affects this decision,
we induced the SNI model in a group of rats that had learned to
ignore the pain-predictive cue. After SNI induction, the rats no
longer ignored the pain-predictive cue when the reward was
small, but continued to ignore the cuewhen the rewardwas large.
In other words, the pain-predictive cue recovered its disruptive
effect but only for consuming the smaller reward (Fig. 4). Clearly,
the rats had “decided” that a big helping of sucrosewasworth the
risk of a little pain. Similar to its critical role in inhibiting conditioned
fear,40 we showed that the rat’s ability to ignore pain-predictive
cues requires the infralimbic (IL) mPFC. Normal rats with
reversible chemical inactivation of IL (but not prelimbic or anterior
cingulate cortices) lost the ability to ignore the pain-predictive
cue. Consistent with this behavioral result, single-unit activity of IL
neurons was positively correlated with a rat’s decision to ignore
the cue and maintain feeding. It is important to reiterate that this

evidence suggests that increased firing of IL neurons during
a pain-predictive cue inhibits pain escape behavior (ie, shifts the
decision bias [or preference] from escape to feeding).

A subpopulation of NAc neurons is also activated by the pain-
predictive cue. This same population is excited by optogenetic
activation of the terminals of IL neurons in the NAc, consistent
with the idea that they are driven, in part, by IL inputs.
Furthermore, optogenetic activation of IL terminals in the NAc
of rats with SNI shifts their decision bias back to feeding over
responding to the pain-predictive cue. Clearly, corticostriatal
connectivity contributes potently to action decisions when
escape from pain is in conflict with reward consumption. In this
situation, corticostriatal inhibition of pain escape enables the rat
to approach and consume a reward. Figure 5 is a proposed
model for the corticostriatal circuitry involved in deciding between
pain escape and approach to a food reward. In this model, mPFC
drives NAc D1 MSNs to promote approach to a food reward.
Unspecified inputs activate NAcD2MSNs promoting escape and
leading to inhibition of other potentially conflicting actions
including food approach. As the rats learn to ignore the pain-
predictive cue, mPFC (IL) inputs inhibit the pain-predictive
cue–driven circuit that disrupts feeding.

This conclusion is consistent with previous rodent work on
conditioned fear, human functional imaging studies implicating
mPFC to NAc connectivity in pain/reward interactions and
evidence that NAc opioids contribute to placebo analgesia and
can both increase consumption of palatable food and inhibit
pain.22,45 This work suggests that mPFC to NAc circuits are
candidates to study for understanding decisions when motiva-
tions and predictive cues promote conflicting actions. Studies are
needed to elucidate the inputs and outputs of the relevant
corticostriatal circuits that promote opposing alternatives and to
determine how they interact during the critical moments
immediately before initiating an action.

3. Clinical implications

The robust impact of expectation on perceived pain intensity has
important implications, particularly when there is persistent or
recurrent nociceptive input (eg, arthritis and chronic headache).
Treatment failure early in the course of the disease will contribute
to the expectation of future treatment failure. As pointed out
above, expectation of pain becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy
through top-down amplification of the pain signal. The earlier
effective treatment is initiated the sooner expectations for relief
and lower pain levels will be achieved and the individual’s own
top-down pain inhibition circuits can be engaged. This is
a consideration of particular importance when considering the
early use of potent analgesics.

Another important clinical issue is direct assessment of patient
expectations. Whatever the cause, the patient should be asked
whether they expect the proposed treatment plan will be
effective. If they do not, this should be addressed as part of the
treatment plan; otherwise, a successful outcome will be an uphill
battle.

3.1. Summary: motivation, conflict, and decision

The power and ubiquity of expectation effects on perceived pain
intensity is a result of the evolutionary imperative to optimize
selection of future actions when the risk of tissue damage is
significant and there are competing alternatives. The decision
process includes corticostriatal connectivity, and the implemen-
tation of the decision is through top-down modulatory circuits

Figure 5.Corticostriatal circuits involved in the decisionbetween reward approach
and pain avoidance. Conditioned reward-predictive cues promote approach and
consumption through a circuit that involves neurons in the mPFC and a projection
to the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Activation of prelimbic (PL) to NAc core axons
promotes reward approach, and inhibits allodynia and the aversiveness of tonic
pain (see text). Pain-predictive cues interrupt reward consumption, but rats learn to
ignore such cues, a process that requires an infralimbic (IL) to NAc shell projection.
Note that, in this paradigm, both PL and IL promote reward approach: PL by
exciting NAc reward approach neurons (presumably D1 expressingmedium spiny
neurons) and IL by inhibiting pain-promoting NAc neurons (presumably D2
expressing MSNs). Because corticostriatal projecting neurons are glutamatergic,
an inhibitory interneuron is required for inhibition of pain response promoting NAc
neurons. ACC, anterior cingulate gyrus; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; MSN,
medium spiny neuron.
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that can increase pain intensity if the selected action is to escape
pain or decrease it if a competing goal is selected. Under certain
conditions, endogenous opioids contribute to implementing the
approach reward in part by inhibiting pain transmission. Chronic
pain biases the action decision toward pain escape/avoidance,
and the implementation of this decision thereby increases the
reported pain intensity at any given level of nociceptive input.
Innovative strategies, behavioral or pharmacologic, aimed at
mitigating these predictive processes have the potential to
improve patient outcomes, especially for those with chronic pain.
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